Boren Undergraduate Scholarships and Boren Graduate Fellowships

- US citizens, 1st-years—seniors and graduate students
- Study abroad for less-commonly-taught languages
- Graduate students: Can combine language study and research
- Work for federal government in security-related positions after graduation
- Campus deadlines:
  - Graduate: January 7th, 2019
  - Undergraduate: January 15th, 2019

Boren & CLS Campus Contact: Richelle Bernazzoli rbernaz@andrew.cmu.edu
Book an appointment: https://cmu.joinhandshake.com/ (Choose
“Appointments with Consultants Not in Your Major,” then “Undergraduate
Research and Fellowship/Scholarship Appointments”)

Critical Language Scholarships (CLS)

- US citizens, 1st-years—seniors and graduate students
- Summer study abroad for less-commonly-taught languages
- National deadline: November 27, 2018 at 8:00pm Eastern